EXAMPLES OF NSF SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

REU, Research Experiences for Undergraduates
Student funding for undergraduate research on an NSF project.

RET, Research Experiences for Teachers
Funding for K-12 science teachers to work with researchers on the project.

ROA, Research Opportunity Award
Enables faculty from predominantly undergraduate institutions (including community colleges) to pursue research as visiting scientists with NSF-funded investigators. FASED, Facilitation Awards for Scientists and Engineers with Disabilities- provides special equipment and assistance to individuals with physical disabilities.

RAHSS, Research Assistantships for High School Students
Supplements active BIO awards; intended to broaden participation of underrepresented minority groups in the U.S.

NIST, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Promotes basic and applied scientific research collaboration with researchers from NIST as part of ongoing research.

International Collaboration
Seeks to increase US collaborative activities with foreign researchers at every academic level on existing NSF grants.